
 

RELIGIOUS SONGS:   
 
 
A sign for the hope    - Christmas carol 
A tinge of blissfulness   - Responsibility for the own life 
As a Samaritan    - Christian action 
At the grave     - Dealing with death / Death and survival 
Be a marvel      - Birth/baptism 
Carried by angels    - Led back to paradise 
Child of the universe   - The human being as a part of the universe 
Christmas message    - Christmas carol 
Death      - Death as the gateway to divine closeness 
Divine humanity     - Care for fellow beings 
Do you long for Eden´s garden  - The heaven in yourself 
Do you yearn for inner peace  - To communicate with GOD 
Don`t be afraid     - Christmas time 
Dream your divine dream   - The Dream of a Better World (adapted from the book  

                   "Communion with God" by Neale Donald  Walsch) 
Enjoying life     - Shared experience under GOD`s help 
Evening`s stillness    - The ups and downs of life 
Father, give us hope and trust  - GOD`s help in oppression 
Father, help us    - Beginning for GOD`s help 
Father, if we are in trouble, distress - Ask for GOD`s help in difficult situations 
Father, thank you for your words  - Thank for GOD`s help in distress and hopeless times 
GOD created cultures and religions - The message of Christmas/ tolerance for other religions and 
                                                                            cultures 
GOD is love     - GOD loves, he doesn`t punish - Misjudgement of GOD 
GOD is pleased    - Baptismal song – conscious decision for GOD 
GOD, may love impress and lead us - The essence of love 
GOD, sharpen all of our senses  - To realize the day consciously 
GOD, stand us by    - Ask for GOD´s help in the adversities of life 
GOD, your love    - Divine love 
GOD`s message    - Christmas carol 
GOD`s poetry    -The diversity and variety of GOD`s creation 
Grant the force    - Asking GOD for strength to fulfil the tasks and to overcome 
                                                     obstacles 
Has your death not been in vain  - Critics on Christian activities 
Help me     - Asking for GOD`s help in deep depression 
Help us     - Asking for GOD`s help in dark times 
Help us to withstand   - Christian acting and mercy 
Here is my heart    - Christmas carol 
Hope is something, which can help us - Hope as an engine to overcome the adversities of life with GOD`s 
                                                                  help 
I am, who I am    - GOD and the human beings 
I feel your magnificent presence  - Charity/ interpersonal action  
If fears and need bring sorrow, trouble - Ask for GOD`s help in bad times 
If for us an abyss opens   - GOD`s attendance in need and depression 
If only love will influence our heart - Love as a cornerstone for improvements in social and 
                                  interpersonal matters 
If we are thrown back by the fate  - GOD as a lifeline in the depths of existence 
If you once had harmed somebody - Guilt and forgiving 
I`m by your side    - Psalm 23 (song not published due to copyright reasons) 
In situations, when we lose patience - Being safe in GOD, whatever happens 
Is not love the only might   - Charity as a mission in life 
It is all here well devised   - Acceptance of the seamy sides of life 
Let us feel, that you are near  - GOD´s proximity 
Let`s go to heaven    - Heaven on earth by peace and working together 
Living Christmas    - Christmas song 
Look around     - Disregard for the word of GOD 
Nothing here on earth is certain  - There is not only one way to heaven 
Prayer to a new life    - Birth and baptism 
Really Christmas?    - Christmas – critically considered 
Searching for GOD    - GOD`s presence here on earth 



See the miracle of life   - The glory of creation through diversity and richness of species 
Temptation     - Resistance to evil 
Thank you for the beautiful hours  - Silver / Golden wedding – Thanks to God for all the good things 
                                                            in our life 
Thanks     - Thanks for selfless cooperation 
Thanks to GOD    - Thanks for GOD`s acting and leadership 
That once we can come back  - Begging for GOD`S spiritual attendance 
The adulteress    - Joh.8, 1-11 
The astronaut    - Search for GOD in the universe 
The creation     - Respect to nature 
The hope may not fade away  -The misery in the world produced by men 
The lost son     - Lu.15, 11-32 
The love     - Song of Salomon – love and wedding song 
Till the never ending end   - GOD`s everlasting care 
To build up here your heaven  - Consequences of your own acting 
To enlighten the world   - Striving for a better social life 
Transitoriness    - The impermanence of everything earthly 
True love     - The essence of profound love 
Trust       - Trust in divine power 
We always can rely on you   - Trust in GOD`s help 
When the curtain was torn   - The Easter message: death has been overcome (Markus 16, 1 ff) 
Where is GOD?    - Mankind`s responsibility for the problems of the world 
Whitsuntide     - The miracle of Whitsuntide 
You can find GOD in your heart  - The search for GOD ends within yourself 

 


